ABSTRACT To tackle the network congestion problem caused by ground gateway stations arranged within a limited area in low earth orbit (LEO) satellite networks, a routing algorithm based on segment routing for traffic return is proposed. Light and heavy load zones are dynamically divided according to the relative position relationship between gateways and the reverse slot. The pre-balancing shortest path algorithm is used in the light load zone, and the minimum weight path defined by congestion index is the routing rule in the heavy load zone. Then, the consistent forwarding is performed referring to segment routing in all zones. Simulation conditions are different sizes of heavy load zone, different traffic density distributions, and different traffic demands. Simulation results confirm that the load-balancing performance is improved significantly with the extension of the heavy load zone size in terms of the average rejection ratio, the average relative throughput, the maximum link utilization, and the average delay. The proposed algorithm is an alternative solution and guidance for routing strategy in LEO satellite networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Low earth orbit (LEO) satellite networks, represented by Iridium NEXT [1] and Starlink [2] , are designed to supply global coverage and real-time services, and contribute to the development of space-ground integrated communication systems [3] . Routing strategy is the core of communication networks. Due to the difference between LEO satellite networks (LSNs) and terrestrial networks, like topology dynamic, LSNs are difficult to adopt mature routing technologies in terrestrial networks. Meanwhile, ground gateway stations, arranged within a limited area, are creating enormous challenges for satellite communications, such as severe link congestion.
The centralized distribution of gateways and larger traffic return of various LSN services, e.g., Internet of Things service and the return of data, can converge traffic to the limited gateways area seriously, while severe network congestion and excessive link load would exist [4] , [5] . Effective routing techniques must be considered to overcome network
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congestion. In order to borrow from terrestrial networks, software-defined network (SDN) and network virtualization (NV) are introduced to facilitate the integration of satellite networks and terrestrial networks [6] , and virtual topology (VT) provides a choice for LSN dynamic. The LSN period is divided into several time slices according to periodic changes, and the topology is regarded as static in each time slice [7] . The LSN load-balancing routing algorithm is necessary to study to meet the quality of service (QoS) and improve the network throughput. At the same time, the restriction that gateways are arranged within a limited area must be broken.
Therefore, the load-balancing routing algorithm based on segment routing (SR) is proposed for the LSN traffic return under the centralized distribution of gateways. Constructing LSN system model is the basis of the proposed algorithm. Light and heavy load zones are dynamically divided according to the relative position relationship between gateways and the reverse slot, and different routing rules are adopted in different zones to improve network throughput and avoid congestion. The pre-balancing shortest path algorithm is used in the light load zone, and the minimum weight routing is based on congestion index when the traffic is converged to the heavy load zone.
The rest is organized as follows. Related works are summarized in section II, where concepts and applications of segment routing are also introduced. Section III constructs the system model from LSN communication scenario and traffic transmission model, and defines the problem clearly. Section IV proposes the algorithm in detail, including the division of the light and heavy load zone, routing in the light and heavy load zone, and analyzing the time complexity. Simulation results confirm that the load balancing performance is improved in section V, in terms of the average rejection ratio, the average relative throughput, the maximum link utilization, the average delay and the average jitter. Conclusion is shown in section VI.
II. RELATED WORKS A. LOAD BALANCING ROUTINGS
Load balancing is significant for LSNs to improve communication quality. Minimum interference routing algorithm (MIRA) [8] defines network interference and selects minimum interference paths maximizing the minimum maxflow. Lots of network knowledge and potential demands are used combining with link state and auxiliary capacity information. MIRA is a terrestrial routing algorithm but inspires LSNs traffic engineering researches, such as concepts of critical links and feasible network.
DT-TTAR algorithm [9] uses discrete model for LSN communication, and adopts link cost metric to improve network throughput. Link state and processing delay get attention, and arrival speed, time and locations determine link cost. Distributed traffic balancing routing (DTBR) [10] utilizes VT model for traffic balancing. Traffic prediction is used to update link weight, which is the product of location factor coefficient and delay. Failed satellites are also considered to guarantee communication survivability. Leftover load rate is the core of hybrid routing algorithm (HRA) [11] , which identify the node leftover load ability. Link state is determined by node ability at both ends. At the same time, HRA uses the ant colony algorithm to find the best routing, while initial pheromones are from genetic algorithm. Joint Depth-FirstSearch (DFS) and Dijkstra algorithm (JDDA) [12] combines SDN and VT. DFS is used to find necessary nodes, while high traffic load cases utilize Dijkstra algorithm. In general, the Dijkstra algorithm is used between the source node and the first necessary node, or the last necessary node and the end node, while DFS is used between necessary nodes.
However, the restriction that ground gateway stations are arranged within a limited area does not receive enough attention. The proposed algorithm focuses on load balancing under the centralized distribution of gateways, while segment routing could have advantages in tackling the congestion.
B. SEGMENT ROUTING
Segment routing (SR) is a tunneling technology based on source routing, which allows hosts and edge routers to conduct traffic through network by some segments and intermediate routers do not have to maintain all information of paths [13] . The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is promoting the standardization of segment routing (SR) that is associated with SDN, which can be divided into control plane and data plane. SR supports Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) and Internet Protocol (IP). The SR control plane is based on the extension of the Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP), while the SR data plane simplifies and reuses MPLS [14] . Thereby, SR is flexible and scalable.
A segment is an identifier for conducting traffic to the corresponding node, link, and service. The active segment is the current executing segment which is the header of segment list (SL). Each segment is identified by ID, i.e., Segment ID (SID). Three types are defined for segments. Node SID is unique in the network and each node has the Node SID, which means forwarding traffic towards the node associated with that ID by IGP. Adjacency SID only has the local meaning in one node and is assigned to adjacency links of the node, which means forwarding traffic over the corresponding adjacency. Service SID also has the local meaning in one node and is assigned to one service provided by the node that would process traffic. Besides, three operations are defined including CONTINUE, PUSH, and NEXT. CONTINUE is the forwarding action based on the active segment. PUSH is adding a segment ahead of the SL header and setting that segment as the active segment. NEXT is marking the next segment as the active segment.
A SR example is shown as Fig. 1 . The data of router 101 is sent to router 108. The controller computes the path by routing algorithm that is converted into segment list {104, 1001, 108}. Then, the ingress router 101 is configured with that segment list. Routers forward data to router 104 with IGP when the active segment is 104. Before entering the router 104, the active segment is changed to 1001 with operation NEXT. The corresponding link is selected which sends data to router 105 according to the Adjacency SID 1001. Finally, the data is sent to the egress router 108 with IGP when the active segment is 108. Researches have proven that SR is suitable for load balancing routing in terrestrial networks. A multicast algorithm, based on segment routing, considers betweenness centrality and congestion index and reduces the number of forked nodes to implement the congestion avoidance in SDN [15] . A SR end-to-end routing algorithm in SDN also uses betweenness centrality and congestion index to define the link weight, and obtains the forwarding path which improve network throughput [16] . Another SR routing algorithm in SDN also combines the multiple objective particle swarm optimization algorithm and builds a three-layer evaluation model of key performance evaluation index, business scheme, and evaluation results [17] . So, SR can achieve excellent traffic engineering performance with small segment list cost and simplify MPLS [18] . However, joint SR and LSN gets little attention. The proposed algorithm in this paper takes advantage of SR to implement LSN load balancing routing for improving network QoS.
III. LEO SATELLITE NETWORK SYSTEM MODEL A. LEO SATELLITE NETWORK COMMUNICATION SCENARIO
The LEO satellite network considers Walker constellation with satellite links. Each satellite communications with several adjacent satellites in the same orbit or in different orbits through satellite links. Some satellites communicate with ground gateway stations through satellite-ground feedback links to ensure information transmission. Gateways access the ground central station or ground network through ground links. All gateways are arranged within a limited area considering the actual situation, and each gateway communicates with only one satellite anytime. In addition, due to the high speed relative motion between satellites in the first and the last orbit, Walker constellation exists the reverse slot where satellites in different orbits do not set inter-satellite links. The LSN scenario is shown as Fig. 2 . LEO satellite constellation has N = n × m satellites, where n is the number of orbits and m is the number of satellites per orbit. Each satellite establishes intra-satellite links with two adjacent satellites in the same orbit and inter-satellite links with two adjacent satellites in the adjacent orbits, excluding the reverse slot. The polar orbit is adopted and satellites in each orbit distribute evenly. X gateways are arranged within a limited area with one central station.
In the scenario, the topology could be presented by G = (V , E). Node set V consists of the satellite node set V S which includes N satellite nodes, the gateway node set V GW which includes X gateway nodes, and a central station node V C . Link set E consists of the satellite link set E ISL , the feedback link set E F , and the ground link set E G . Each satellite node, not close to the reverse slot, communications with four adjacent satellites through directed satellite links, as shown in Fig. 3 . Besides, some satellite nodes communicate with gateway nodes via directed feedback links, and the gateway nodes also access the central station node. The bandwidth of E ISL is B ISL , and the bandwidth of E F is B F . E G is considered with infinite bandwidth.
In order to solve the topology dynamic of LSN, VT model is adopted by means of the predictability and periodicity of LEO satellite constellation. Geographical cell discretization is used to process ground traffic sources. Furthermore, communication channels are considered ideal channels, regardless of attenuation, multipath, and so on, and mobility management is simplified as an ideal way without abnormal addressing.
B. TRAFFIC TRANSMISSION MODEL
The ground traffic is processed with geographical cell discretization. The ground surface is divided into rectangular traffic cells according to location and constellation. Each traffic cell should be bind to one satellite anytime which is responsible for communication and traffic in that cell. The handover condition is that the satellite communication range covers another cell [19] . At the same time, the traffic density of each traffic cell is predicted and marked referring to the geographical location, population, et al. The traffic density is the ratio of the traffic demand of the cell to the maximum flow demand of the system, and the actual traffic demand value is product of traffic density and unit service value. The unit service value is recorded as u. Units of traffic value and u are the same as units of B ISL and B F , so the traffic in this paper can be considered as the relative traffic based on 1 unit bandwidth. The traffic density of cell k is denoted as f (k) , and the relative traffic is u × f (k) . P (k) stands for the path where relative traffic u×f (k) of cell k returns to the central station node through satellite nodes, and P
ISL is the path between satellites and P (k) F is the path consisting of feedback links and ground links. The traffic of any link in P (k) increases u × f (k) while the residual bandwidth decreases u × f (k) . The coefficient function λ(•) is defined as (1) where e stands for links and P stands for paths. The path P passes the link e when λ(e, P) = 1 while the path P does not pass the link e when λ(e, P) = 0.
λ(e, P) = 1, e ∈ P 0, e / ∈ P (1)
where e (ISL) ij stands for satellite links actually existing in the network. Total traffic carried by e (ISL) ij could be presented by
ij stands for feedback links existing in the network. Total traffic carried by e (F) ij could be presented by
C. PROBLEM DEFINITION
To solve network congestion problem caused by the centralized distribution of gateways and improve the transmission and communication QoS, the problem combined with the above models is defined by
• Objective: appr(maximum relative throughput) by P
• Conditions:
IV. LOAD-BALANCING ROUTING ALGORITHM BASED ON SEGMENT ROUTING A. ROUTING ALGORITHM
The traffic will be excessively converged to the limited zone because of gateways arranged within the limited area, causing serious network congestion. The network load exceeds the threshold seriously surrounding the gateways area, while the network load is at a low level in areas far from gateways area, especially the sparsely populated areas.
The light load zone and the heavy load zone are divided dynamically according to the relative position relationship between gateways and the reverse slot. The limited gateways area is extended into a regular rectangular zone through ground traffic cells. The heavy load zone is inside the rectangular zone, while the light load zone is outside the rectangular zone. The dynamic division of load zones is determined by the routing in the heavy load zone because the phenomenon that the reverse slot blocks communication would be avoided. Different routing strategies are adopted in different zones. Therefore, paths in the light or the heavy load zone would generate a series of segments to ensure forwarding coherence based on SR.
The size (y n , y m ) of heavy load zone is defined as y n orbits and y m satellite nodes on each orbit within heavy load zone, while the light load zone has (N − y n × y m ) satellite nodes. The size of heavy load zone is the key to the proposed algorithm, and two examples, including two types of position relationships between gateways and the reverse slot, are shown in Fig. 4 . The zone with gateways as the center is extended into the heavy load zone when the reverse slot traverses the gateways area, as Fig. 4(a) presents, where size of heavy load zone 1 is (5,2) and size of heavy load zone 2 is (6,4). For another, when reverse slot is outside the gateways area, the zone containing gateways but not the reverse slot is extended into the heavy load zone to avoid the reverse slot passing through the heavy load zone, as Fig. 4(b) presents, where size of heavy load zone 3 is (5,3) and size of heavy load zone 4 is (6, 5) .
In the light load zone, routing paths of satellite nodes will pass through the heavy load zone, and must include one of outermost circle satellite nodes inside the heavy load zone, recorded as outermost nodes. Then, outermost nodes are responsible for subsequent routing. The shortest path algorithm is used to generate minimum spanning tree (MST) because the traffic of light load zone is at a low level, which can improve the delay performance and reduce SR overhead. A pre-equalization is adopted in the light load zone to avoid excessive traffic selecting the same outermost node that causes unexpected congestion. The times of each outermost node could be counted according to original paths from the initial MST. For outermost nodes with high frequency, the weight of their links is increased to reduce frequency selected. The number of outermost node i occupied is assumed to x i , and the weight of links is adjusted to (0.5 + 0.1 × x i ) where 0.5 is the initial link weight in the network, and 0.1 is used to reduce the order of magnitude for x i avoiding over-adjustment. In the pre-balancing network, the MST is calculated again where the source node is the central station, and satellite nodes in the light load zone are destination nodes. The path per satellite node in the light load zone is the retrorse path in the MST, but only portions in the light load zone will be retained. Finally, each path starts from a satellite node in the light load zone and ends at an outermost node.
In the heavy load zone, the routing strategy differs from that in the light load zone. Satellite nodes only route within the heavy load zone and do not enter the light load zone. Traffic carried by outermost nodes consists of two parts. One is the traffic from the ground traffic cell, and the other is the total traffic from other nodes in the light load zone, both of which are routed uniformly. In order to save resources and maximize throughput, the priority of each satellite node in the heavy load is sorted from high to low with traffic from large to small considering the difference in traffic carried by each satellite. Satellite nodes route in order of priority from high to low, so that the larger the traffic, the shorter the path, which can reduce the resource occupation.
The congestion index c(e) of link e in the heavy load area is defined by (4) . b(e) stands for the bandwidth of link e. F(e) stands for the total traffic currently carried by link e. r(e) stands for the residual bandwidth of link e. c(e) indicates the congestion of link e. The larger c(e) is, the more congested the link is. c(e) = ∞ when r(e) = 0 and b(e) = F(e), which presents that link e has no available bandwidth and is open. On the other hand, c(e) = 0 when r(e) = b(e) and F(e) = 0, which presents that the full bandwidth of link e is available. Compared with link utilization F(e)/b(e), c(e) is more monotonously incremental to F(e) and more sensitive to load change. c(e) would increases sharply if the traffic is too larger which is good to balance the network load.
c(e) = F(e) r(e) , r(e) = b(e) − F(e)
The weight w(e) of link e in the heavy load zone, including E ISL and E F , is set as (5) . The link weight is smaller when the link carries lighter load. Particularly, the weight is 0.01 while the link is empty. On the contrary, the larger the load on the link, the larger the link weight. w(e) = ∞ when the link has no residual bandwidth. The weight of path P is set as (6) and the residual bandwidth of path P is set as (7).
w(e) = 0.01 + c(e) = 0.01 + F(e) r(e)
(5)
The link, the residual bandwidth less than the required, would be deleted when satellite nodes in the heavy load zone route. Then, the link weight can be configured to generate the weight network. The greedy choice is used for link weight to find minimum weight path which can control the delay. So, Dijkstra algorithm is adopted where satellite nodes are starting points and the end is the central station node. If the satellite node has no path to the central station, the traffic carried by the node is rejected and lost. Fig. 5 shows the loadbalancing routing algorithm based on SR.
B. TIME COMPLEXITY
The time complexity analysis is based on Dijkstra algorithm, whose time complexity is O(v 2 ), where v is the number of nodes in the network [20] . LSN has N satellite nodes, X gateway nodes, and 1 central station node. The heavy load zone has y n × y m nodes and N ≥ y n × y m . The complexity of routing in the light load zone is O((N + X + 1) 2 ) = O(N 2 ), while the complexity of routing in the heavy load zone is O((y n ×y m )×(y n ×y m +X +1) 2 ) = O((y n ×y m ) 3 ). So, the time complexity of the proposed algorithm is O(N 2 + (y n × y m ) 3 ). With the extension of heavy load zone size (y n , y m ), the proposed algorithm complexity would increase. On the contrary, the complexity would decrease when the heavy load zone has fewer nodes. In extreme cases, the heavy load zone size is (0,0) while the light load zone has N satellite nodes. Under this circumstance, the time complexity of the proposed algorithm is O(N 2 ) which is the lowest.
V. SIMULATION A. SIMULATION SCENARIO
The proposed algorithm is applied to Walker constellation with satellite links, and parameters of the constellation are shown as Table. 1.
Traffic cells are divided in Fig. 6 which gives gateways location. The value in each cell is the traffic density obtained by prediction. Two traffic density distributions are considered in simulation, uniform distribution where all traffic density is 1 and prediction distribution as Fig. 6 . The unit service value u is assumed to be 1, 2, and 3 for uniform distribution. The unit service value u is considered to be 4 and 5 for prediction distribution, because some traffic densities are small and the network has sufficient capacity to meet the traffic transmission demand.
The selection of the heavy load zone is the key of the proposed algorithm. In order to analyze the influence of the heavy load zone size on the proposed algorithm and choose the excellent size to improve performance with smaller cost, lots of sizes are studied under both distributions, shown as Table. 2.
The proposed algorithm is applied to the LSN under conditions of different traffic distributions, different unit service values, and different sizes. Programming language C++ is used for simulation to simulate network scenario and implement algorithms. The simulation results show the performance in terms of the average rejection ratio, the average relative throughput, the maximum link utilization, the average delay and the average jitter. The results of size (6, 12) are used as thresholds for five indicators. Then, comparison with other algorithms shows advantages.
B. SIMULATION RESULT 1) THE AVERAGE REJECTION RATIO
If the traffic has no path to the central station, the transmission request of the traffic is rejected. The rejection ratio is defined by (8) which is ratio of the sum of rejected transmission request to the total traffic of the system. R stands for the rejection ratio, and R S stands for the set of traffic cells that are rejected. The lower the average rejection ratio, the better the load-balancing performance of the algorithm. Fig. 7 shows the simulation result of the average rejection ratio under the uniform distribution. The average rejection ratio of size (6, 12) is optimal under all unit service values, which can be compared with other sizes. The average rejection ratio increases when u increases with the same size of the heavy load zone. When the number of orbits in the heavy load zone is the same, the average rejection ratio gradually decreases with the increase of the number of satellites per orbit. When the number of satellites per orbit is the same, the rejection ratio also decreases with the increase of the number of orbits.
The simulation result of the average rejection under the prediction distribution is shown as Fig. 8 . The average rejection ratio of size (6,12) is 0%. The average rejection ratio shows a decreasing trend with the extension of heavy load zone size. Therefore, the rejection ratio is improved as the FIGURE 7. Average rejection ratio (uniform distribution). size extends which indicates that load balancing performance becomes better under both distributions.
2) THE AVERAGE RELATIVE THROUGHPUT
The relative throughput is the sum of traffic transmitted successfully, as (9) . T stands for the relative throughput and S S is the set of traffic cells transmitted successfully. The relative throughput and the rejection ratio are complementary conceptually. The relative throughput quantitatively reflects the traffic transmitted successfully, while the rejection ratio presents the proportional relationship. The larger the average relative throughput, the better the load-balancing performance of the algorithm.
The average relative throughput under the uniform distribution is presented in Fig. 9 . The average relative throughput of size (6, 12) is the largest. When the number of orbits in the heavy load zone is the same, the average relative throughput increases as the number of satellites per orbit increases. When the number of satellites per orbit is the same, the average relative throughput also increases as the number of orbits increases. As Fig. 7 and Fig. 9 , the average relative throughput increases as the average rejection ratio decreases with the same u. Besides, when the size of the heavy load zone is the same, the throughput increases as u increases while the rejection ratio also increases, but the difference from the optimal threshold of throughput increases. Fig.10 is the simulation result under the prediction distribution where the characteristics are similar to Fig. 9 .
3) THE MAXIMUM LINK UTILIZATION
The maximum link utilization is defined as (10) . F(e) is the current traffic carried by link e and b(e) is the bandwidth of link e. The maximum link utilization is significant when the rejection ratio is small or 0%. The smaller the maximum link utilization, the better the load-balancing performance of the algorithm.
) × 100% (10) Fig. 11 presents the maximum link utilization under the uniform distribution. The maximum link utilization of size (6, 12) is the smallest which offers the lower threshold. When the number of orbits is the same, the maximum link utilization decreases as the number of satellites per orbit increases. When the number of satellites per orbit is the same, the maximum link utilization decreases as the number of orbits increases. The maximum link utilization would increase with the increase of u. This result pays more attention to sizes with small rejection ratio, because the link utilization greater than 100% will cause rejection. Fig. 12 presents the result under the prediction distribution. The maximum link utilization decreases with the extension of size. However, due to the extreme imbalance of the prediction distribution, results have a gap from the lower threshold.
4) THE AVERAGE DELAY
The average delay is the mean of traffic delay transmitted successfully and reflects the cost of the algorithm, which is defined as (11) . S S is the set of traffic cells transmitted successfully. |S S | is the number of cells in S S . d (b) is the delay of traffic f (b) , which is the sum of routing processing delay and propagation delay. The smaller the average delay, the smaller the resources occupied.
Simulation results of the average delay under the uniform distribution are shown in Fig. 13 . The result of size (6, 12) is given as the threshold. The delay and cost will increase with the increase of the traffic to get more throughput. However, the average delay decreases as u increases with some sizes. This phenomenon is caused by big rejection ratio, and only part of traffic can occupy resources. When the rejection ratio is small, the average delay increases as the size extends. The result of the prediction distribution is presented in Fig. 14 which confirms the conclusion again.
5) THE AVERAGE JITTER
The average jitter is defined as (12) which is the mean of traffic delay jitter transmitted successfully. S S is the set of traffic cells transmitted successfully. |S S | is the number of cells in
T is the jitter of traffic f (b) , which is the standard deviation of delay d (b) . The average jitter reflects the algorithm stability which should be smaller.
Simulation results under uniform and prediction distribution are shown in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 , respectively. The average jitter is fluctuant as the heavy load zone size changes and is acceptable when the rejection ratio is small.
6) COMPARISON WITH DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS
The performance of the proposed algorithm is compared with Dijkstra, HRA, and JDDA in terms of the average rejection ratio, reflecting the benefit, and the average delay reflecting the cost, which are key indicators to system evaluation. The simulation scenario introduced in this section is used, where ground gateway stations are arranged within a limited area, which is different from initial scenarios of these routing algorithms. The uniform traffic distribution is adopted and the unit service value is assumed to be 2. The size of the proposed algorithm selects (6, 5) in this scenario because of benefit, cost and time complexity. Fig. 17 is the simulation result of different algorithms comparison. Dijkstra algorithm selects the shortest paths to route, so the average delay is the smallest but the average rejection ratio is the highest. HRA takes advantage of left load rate to improve network throughput and reduce the rejection ratio, but the average delay is the highest. JDDA combines Dijkstra algorithm and DFS which improves the network congestion, and the average rejection ratio is smaller. However, the average delay is higher with gateways arranged within the limited area. The proposed algorithm has the smallest rejection ratio and smaller delay because SR principle is used to load balancing, which confirms algorithm advantages under centralized distribution of gateways.
C. SIMULATION SUMMARY
The simulation results reflect the benefit of the proposed algorithm on load balancing, and indicate the impact of the heavy load zone size. The average rejection ratio decreases, the average relative throughput increases, and the maximum link utilization decreases as the size extends, which confirm the load balancing performance. Note that the extension of size refers to the increase of two dimensions, the number of orbits and the number of satellites per orbit. The increase of one dimension only can get little benefit, such as (3,2), (4,2), (5,2), (6, 2) . For another, the average delay also increases with the extension of size that contributes to the increase of cost and resources occupied. The time complexity of the proposed algorithm is O(N 2 +(y n ×y m ) 3 ), which increases dramatically as the size extends.
Therefore, if the size is too large, the delay and resources consumption also increase. If the size is too small, the congestion avoidance would be very difficult. An efficient size of the heavy load zone is necessary. In this scenario, the size (6,5) gets better load balancing performance with small cost and moderate time complexity, and is used in the proposed algorithm to compare with Dijkstra, HRA, and JDDA. Comparison with other algorithms shows that the proposed algorithm can improve network congestion with smaller cost caused by gateways arranged within a limited area.
VI. CONCLUSION
The load-balancing routing algorithm based on segment routing is proposed for LEO satellite networks. The network congestion caused by gateways arranged within a limited area is improved. The proposed algorithm refers to SR and dynamically divides the light and the heavy load zone. The prebalancing minimum spanning tree is the basis for the routing in the light load zone, while the routing in the heavy load zone refers to the minimum weight path based on congestion index. The size of the heavy load zone affects the algorithm significantly, and is analyzed to select the appropriate zone. Then, the proposed algorithm is compared with other routing algorithms to verify the load balancing performance. Simulation results confirm that the average rejection ratio, the average relative throughput, and the maximum link utilization are improved significantly with little increase of delay as the size extends, and present better load-balancing performance.
The results could be a solution for congestion problem in LEO satellite networks, and the entry point is traffic return. The extension to all types of traffic and the design of on-satellite router could get more attention in further discussion.
